MARINE
DRIVE TRAINS
Exceptional energy efficiency and
lower operational costs

ADVANTAGES OF PARTNERING
WITH THE SWITCH
Ship owners
Lower operational costs and compliance
with tighter environmental regulations

Shipyards
Simple and efficient drive train
packages in compact size

NEW ENERGY FUTURE
FOR MARINE
The marine industry is being transformed
dramatically. Soaring fuel prices, global overcapacity
and lower profit margins are forcing shipbuilders to
rethink conventional power configurations. This has
opened the way for advanced technologies that are
revolutionizing the way ships generate and use energy
for the good of the environment.
The Switch drive train solutions have been proven in
the harsh operating environments of the wind power

industry with over 6.5 GW of installed capacity. Now
we are making permanent magnet (PM) machines
and frequency converters available for marine
applications.
Next generation drive trains from The Switch
are game changers when it comes to reaching
the highest energy efficiency, lowering the costs
of operation and helping to comply with future
environmental legislations.

Classification societies
Care for environment and cleaner seas

Drive train expertise for bestsellers
We are fully committed to PM motors and frequency
converter technology. Drive train technology is what we
know best. And no one integrates the key drive train
components into a totally optimized package the way
we do. The marine industry can now benefit from this
expertise and advanced technology that The Switch
has provided to other industries for greater adaptability
and for lower operational costs.

Original equipment
manufacturers (OEM)
Better customer focus and valueadding partnership

System integrators
Flexible collaboration with an
independent supplier

Design offices
Energy efficient solutions by working
seamlessly together

Independence inspires invention
The Switch networked business model aims to
complement your strategy. As an independent player,
we’re free to innovate a working model to best meet
your needs. We can provide you with tested drive trains
or you can insource specific components or even acquire
licenses. Working with us means that you can tap into
our localized, scalable production and global support,
and gain from simplified logistics and the highest
availability.

ADVANCED PM DRIVE TRAINS
FOR MARINE
The Switch has made a strong name for itself as an
expert on drive trains. With solid knowledge in designing
and supplying PM machines and frequency converters
in different speed ranges from 7 rpm upwards, we
provide game-changing technology for all kinds of
marine applications. These include shaft generators,
electric propulsion, winches, bow thrusters, pumps,
compressors, drills and dredger pumps.

Crane

Azimuth thruster

The Switch, together with its partners, provides ship
designers and builders with turnkey deliveries for the
most energy efficient operations in the challenging
marine environment. Additional services include design
consultation for selectivity, project management, and
the capability to deliver integrated solutions for new
build ships or upgrades of existing fleets.
For production, The Switch deploys a unique Model
Factory concept, which allows customers to move
into new production areas quickly, flexibly and
effectively. The Model Factory production concept is
The Switch way to flexibly respond to customer needs
for volume production ramp ups and, if necessary,
ramp downs. All production steps are tested and
systematized. Once perfected, the system is ready to
be replicated at any location around the world. This
quickly enables multi-site rollout for volume growth
with repeatable and standardized quality, according to
customer demand.
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PM technology at
any power, any speed
• The Switch solutions are based 100% on
PM and frequency converter technology
• Our solutions offer unmatched power
density, energy efficiency, design flexibility
and operational reliability
• The Switch product portfolio is the widest in
the market: drive trains from 1 MW to 8 MW
at low, medium and high speed

WHY A PM
SOLUTION?

FREQUENCY
CONVERTER
SUPERIORITIES

Energy efficiency
A PM machine gives high-efficiency performance over
the entire operating range, significantly cutting back
on fuel consumption. A PM machine is typically 2-4%
more efficient at full load and 10% more efficient at
part loads compared with induction machines. These
efficiencies result from a lack of current losses in the
rotor, the absence of an exciter, and reduced winding
losses.

Optimized for best efficiency
The Switch frequency converter is based on insulatedgate bipolar transistors (IGBT) with advanced vector
control technology. It is optimized to work with PM
machines for the best overall system efficiency. Our
converters offer a modular, lightweight design, which
enables efficient use of space within the vessel.

High power density
A synchronous PM machine contains Neodymium-IronBoron (NdFeB) magnets, materials with a very high
flux density, which makes them ideal for variable speed
generators throughout the entire speed range. The
magnetic field is created with almost zero rotor losses.

Design flexibility
Thanks to the improved high density, the size and
weight of a PM machine can be more compact, lighter
in weight and smaller in size. This leads to greater
flexibility with the limited space available in ship
configurations.
Operational reliability
PM machines have proven their high reliability and
durability under extremely harsh operating conditions
in many industrial applications. They deliver excellent
performance with corrosion resistance and temperature
tolerance. With advanced thermal management,
operational temperatures can be kept low, which in
turn, assures the machines’ extended lifetime.

Active front-end speed control
With active front-end (AFE) frequency drive
technology, The Switch converter enables Power TakeIn (PTI) and Power Take-Out (PTO), while allowing
a shaft generator to operate at variable speed. This
technology enables the use of a PM machine to be
operated as a motor or a generator according to the
application requirement. AFE also allows regenerative
braking, which eliminates braking resistors, feeds
excess energy back into the system and leads to the
drive train’s optimal use. Additional benefits of AFE
include lower harmonics, resulting in better electricity
quality.

Liquid cooling and thermal management
The Switch frequency converter is designed with liquid
cooling and exceptional thermal management. This
results in a more compact size of the converter, which
makes it easy to locate within limited vessel space.
Moreover, the liquid-cooled converter does not require
additional air ducts, which also leads to savings in
space.
Reliability in harshest conditions
The Switch frequency converter features a rugged
IP54-class cabinet. It is designed to be used in harsh
environments, such as those on open sea, and can be
easily accessed for installation and maintenance.

SHAFT
GENERATORS

Heavy
consumers

Converter

Lower operational costs and higher energy efficiency
Although new to the shipping industry, PM technology
with its matchless design flexibility has brought to
other industries unprecedented benefits, including
lowering operational costs. With high power density,
PM machines are more compact, lighter in weight and
smaller in size than traditional solutions.

Shaft
generator

Ship’s electrical
network

PM technology represents a true game changer for
shaft generator applications in merchant vessels. The
past 30 years have been marked by two schools of
thought: (1) to add a shaft generator to use the main
engine to generate cheap electricity and turn off the
auxiliary generators, (2) or to have no shaft generator,
using auxiliary generators to run the diesel engine at
variable speed. Now it is possible to get the best of
both worlds.
True savings with PM technology
With the combination of a PM generator and a
frequency converter from The Switch, you can keep
the auxiliary generators off most of the time, operate
at variable speed and generate electricity. The end of
constant speed means true fuel savings. For shaft
generators, The Switch frequency converters guarantee
low harmonics and high electricity quality.
Advantages for large merchant vessels are higher
energy efficiency and lower operational costs. Merchant
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Game-changing
solution for drive trains
•
•
•
•

ships can save up to 50% in energy consumption from
slow-steaming operations. Moreover, by adding a direct
drive PM shaft generator, a ship owner can save up
to €50,000 per month in fuel costs, which may add up
to 7% more profit per year.

PM machines for lower operational costs
Frequency converter: robust and liquid cooled
Control: the brains for energy efficiency
Take me home / boost mode: enables use of
auxiliary generators and/or batteries
• DC-link: energy efficiency for entire vessel
• Two-stroke engine solutions available at
50-200 rpm and from 500 kW up to 4 MW;
Four-stroke engine solutions available
at 400-600 rpm from 500 kW to 8 MW
and higher

ELECTRIC
PROPULSION
Boosting energy efficiency at any power, any speed
PM technology by The Switch has been proven in
numerous industries to provide unmatched power density,
energy efficiency, design flexibility and operational
reliability. The Switch is well positioned as an independent
international player to develop and deliver PM machines.
They are available from 1 MW to 8 MW in power and at
low, medium and high speed.
Cutting fuel consumption
In electric propulsion, The Switch offers special seafaring
vessels, like ferries, cruise lines, tugboats, offshore,
research vessels and icebreakers, the opportunity to take
advantage of exceptional energy efficiency, also at partial
loads. This enables ships to lower their operational costs
by optimizing the fuel consumption of the diesel engine.

PM technology for lower
operational costs
• Flexible design: low weight, small size and
high energy yield
• Lower operational costs by optimized
fuel consumption
• Dynamic positioning: more efficient
speed control
• Liquid-cooled frequency converters
maximize energy use
• Any power, any speed: The Switch PM
machines available from 1 MW to 8 MW and
higher at low (50-200 rpm),
medium (200-600 rpm) or
high speed (600-1500 rpm)

Converter
Flexible design superiorities
A PM solution is compact with lower weight and size,
and offers unsurpassed flexibility and a smaller footprint
for all kinds of design configurations, especially when
space is a critical factor. Additionally, it reduces noise and
emissions.
Accurate, adjustable speed control
A frequency converter offers the accurate and adjustable
speed control needed for dynamic positioning in offshore
and special vessels. The high energy density of PM
technology and resulting lower rotor inertia are beneficial
for dynamic positioning when the ship is constantly
accelerating and decelerating.

Electric motor
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WINCHES AND OTHER ONBOARD
AUXILIARY APPLICATIONS
Full torque from zero rpm
The Switch provides PM motors and frequency converters for winches, pumps, compressors, drills and dredger
pumps. For winch applications, The Switch technology
enables better torque over conventional systems with a
wide speed range, from zero upwards. The rugged PMbased solution complies with full torque at zero rpm
as specified by duty type S1. This is essential to create
constant tension, for instance, to tow a ship with a
tugboat in fluctuating conditions, such as wind, current
or waves.
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A complete drive train from The Switch withstands
extreme temperatures, vibrations and heavy use.
Easily adaptable to any configuration
The Switch PM-based drive train, available in low,
medium or high speed, can be flexibly integrated into
any customer’s product. Shapes vary from a standard,
pipe-like form with a small diameter to a custom-made
short PM machine with a large diameter that can be
optimized for the specific task and placement on the
vessel. For example, the latter shape fits well for large
winches located in the aft of a ship.
We can even integrate our motor with the winch and
supply active parts to manufacture the integrated
winch motor at a customer production site.

Constant tension with full
torque from zero rpm
• Can be built flexibly and integrated with the
winch drum
• The Switch PM motors: shorter, lighter and
with minimum inertia
• Outstanding moisture and corrosion protection

WAVE AND TIDAL

Generator

The Wello Penguin wave power
application in Lyness, Scotland,
with The Switch PM generator and
frequency converter.

Converter

For companies who want to harness the large amounts
of energy available from wave and tidal resources,
we offer cutting-edge technology that helps create
commercially viable solutions. A recent example of
leveraging The Switch solutions in multi-megawatt wind
power generation for waves is the Wello Penguin project.
This uniquely designed, 1,600 ton vessel captures kinetic
energy and turns it into usable power while riding the
waves.
For this patented solution, The Switch delivered
a low-speed PM generator and frequency
converter. Special features include the
vertical installation of the generator axis
and the converter’s rocking platform.
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THE WORLD OF THE SWITCH
We aim to be the technology leader for electrical
power conversion.

www.theswitch.com

